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Abstract. The current Internet is a loose federation of independent
providers (ISPs) that manually manage inter-domain (ASes) route poli-
cies to primarily serve their own interests. The end-user experience may
be hindered by two aspects: the ASes only optimize locally, possibly de-
livering sub-optimal end-to-end connections; the manual management of
routing policies for a large amount of prefixes is error-prone. Infrastruc-
ture as a Service (IaaS) clouds let users allocate compute resources on
demand, at different geographical locations, while Internet connectivity
is guaranteed. Therefore, cloud providers represent untapped resources
for a better end-user (application) Internet connectivity experience.

In this work we present MeTRO, a framework to construct better than
best-effort routed Internet paths. Our method exploits the fact that cloud
computer resources may host virtual routers and that one such router
can be part of a path between two end systems. We perform an extensive
evaluation of our method, by deploying it over 75 NLNOGRing hosts. We
show that our method, practically acting as an overlay network, decreases
the latency in 58% of the cases studied, albeit increasing the number of
hops. Our framework is specifically useful for monitoring and debugging
failures, as well as configuration errors related to Internet reachability.

Keywords: Control framework, cloud computing, programmable net-
works, virtual routers.

1 Introduction

Route selection in the Internet is a consequence of hand-written policies. These
policies are optimized for and reflect local interests of an autonomous system
(AS). However, implementation can be erroneous, leading to sub-optimal end-
to-end connections [10]. Since there are almost no end-to-end guaranties for
Internet, packets may not travel the shortest path to its destination. As a result,
routing in the Internet decreases performance of applications.

Applications can influence their own traffic via source routing protocols [8].
However, AS’es usually run protocols like MPLS [18] which work only in a sin-
gle domain. Recently, several initiatives where created to create programmable
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networks [12,19]. Network routers that support OpenFlow [11] technologies can
allow computer programs to enforce their own forwarding rules. However, only a
few network operators employ such routers, and so the control over the routing
decisions remains with the operators. Furthermore, the Internet topology and
its qualities at a given moment in time may only be partly known [13], making
it difficult to find optimal paths. As a consequence, Internet path control is only
possible for a part of a network path.

Here, we turn to cloud technology to gain control packet flows. End-users can
allocate virtual resources that can be used as virtual routers. By measuring the
quality of the between all virtual routers and end-points, we find the optimal
path between two end points. If an path with better characteristics is found over
a virtual router, we setup a tunnels and routing to control the traffic.

The automated management of such overlay networks and their respective
cloud resources requires dedicated control structures. Once these control struc-
tures are designed and implemented, we need to assess to what extent cloud
resources deliver significantly better results with respect to the controllability of
network properties.

In this paper we introduce MeTRO, a framework of Management Tools for
Routers On-demand routers. MeTRO measures and setup routing in a con-
tinuous adaptive manner to adjust to change in the Internet. We evaluate our
framework in a diverse setup and we find that it can improve on path latency
by as much as 95%. MeTRO exhibits such latency improvement behaviour in
58% of the experiments. This reduction means that in a substantial cases that
large scale distributed virtual environments [7, 16] such as; multiplayer online
games, distributed military simulation, and collaborative design, become more
responsive.

1.1 Related Work

Savage et al. [14] have shown that even in situations with partial control and
knowledge of the Internet topology, alternative paths can be created that have
better qualities than those constructed with the current Internet prevailing al-
gorithms. With a technology called Detour, Savage measured the performance
of alternative paths that run via intermediate nodes that were coupled to the In-
ternet at various locations. Ly et. al. [9] implemented a similar technology using
traceroute traces that confirmed the observations of Savage et al. The drawback
of both Detour and Ly’s approaches is that it requires access to the physical
machines representing the intermediate nodes. Our contribution is that we use
multiple clouds and an automated framework to find and create better paths in
the Internet.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our framework for
finding optimal paths and identifies three use-cases; we briefly report on related
work. Section 3 presents the extensive evaluation setup and discusses the results
obtained through a large number of measurements.
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2 The MeTRO Framework

Here, we describe the architecture of MeTRO, our control and measurement
framework, and its generic approach to cloud-hosted routers. There are currently
two strategies to create optimized path in the Internet: 1) let ISPs optimize or
2) use methods such as Detour [14]. Since ISPs have an incentive to optimize
themselves based on cost, the only viable option is using methods like Detour.
Detour adds a fixed intermediate hop between two hosts, to gain (partial) control
over the path that a packet takes in the Internet. However, it requires access to
physical machines locate in different administrative domains.

Building on previous work [9,14], we present a framework that takes advantage
of clouds to control as well as to optimize traffic latency. Intuitively, MeTRO is a
framework that finds the optimal path between two end-points by using virtual
machines (VM) residing in the cloud. The main idea it to add one hop (hosted
by a VM) between two end-points and learn whether the given intermediate hop
leads to a better path between the two end-points. Throughout the paper we
use the term “better path” to describe a path between two points which has the
lowest latency among the measured paths between these two points.

MeTRO defines two types of agents : 1) agents which perform measurements
and forward the traffic, and 2) a controller which collects the measurement
results and adjusts the paths between the agents (by setting-up tunnels and
routing). An agent typically runs inside a virtual machine, therefore becoming
a virtual router ; the controller may be deployed anywhere.

Figure 1 shows the closed control-loop implemented by our MeTRO frame-
work. The measurement-collect-adjust strategy allows our framework to contin-
uously adapt to the dynamic Internet environment. During the Setup stage, the
end-user chooses the virtual machine types and locations where to deploy each
agent. Next, MeTRO will instantiate the corresponding virtual machines and
collect their IPs at the controller. During the Bootstrap stage, the controller
will copy and remotely execute the script that deploys the agent in each virtual
machine. These virtual machines will now act as virtual routers. For allocating
and bootstrapping the virtual machines we used [15].

Once the virtual routers are running, the MeTRO controller regularly cy-
cles through the following three stages: Measurement - executes the latency
measurements scripts at every agent; Collect - after the measurements are com-
pleted, the controller collects all data from every agent, then calculates the fastest
paths between the all agents; Adjust - if a lower latency path is found, MeTRO
will build the corresponding overlay network between the endpoints, and setup
routing such that traffic is routed accordingly.

The pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 finds the optimal path between two end-
points agenta and agentb by using a RTT table and calculating all the possible
paths through h agents. This RTT table is populated by the MeTRO controller
via the collected measurements. The algorithm is executed by the controller. The
lat function calculates the latency of the input path, by using the RTT table and
taking into account a constant penalty p for each hop. This penalty represents
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Fig. 1. The closed control-loop implemented by the MeTRO framework

the average time required to forward a packet. The append and remove functions
appends and, respectively, removes the second to last element in the list.

Initially, lst set to agenta and agentb. If multiple better paths are found,
the path with the lowest latency is picked for setting up an alternative path
between the end-points and dynamically create an overlay network. Currently,
we only consider latency for selecting better paths, however, other criteria, such
as bandwidth, jitter or a combination of such metrics, can be used to define
better paths. The measurements for such network metrics could use tools like
Iperf [17] or Nagios [4]. The algorithmic complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(nh)
where n is the number nodes in the network. While implementing Dijkstra’s
algorithm is more efficient, we choose this algorithm for more clarity.

Algorithm 1. findLowestPath

Require: iplst, lst, h, p, agentaagentb
if h == 0 then

return lst
else

fastest = lst
if lat(fastest,p) > lat(direct,p) then

return agenta, agentb
end if
for ip ∈ iplst do

if ip �∈ lst then
lst.append(ip)
t = findLowestPath(iplst, lst, h-1, p, agentaagentb)
if lat(t) < lat(fastest) then

fastest = t
end if
lst.remove(ip)

end if
end for

end if

2.1 Functional Scenarios

Here, we describe three different scenarios where MeTRO can be employed:
1) troubleshooting routing policies 2) reachability monitoring and 3) virtual
networks with specific characteristics.
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Troubleshooting Routing Policies. Our framework can also be used for find-
ing configuration errors in routing policies. ISPs can determine if their routing
policies are optimal by communicating from a given point within their own net-
work to all the measurements nodes. Since clouds offer great flexibility, the ISP
can allocate and instantiate multiple VMs around to world by employing our
framework. If our measurement framework finds an alternative better path, this
means that somewhere in the intermediate network a routing policy is not op-
timally configured. A simple traceroute from all nodes identifies the node where
the policy is not optimal.

Clouds provide a flexible alternative to NLNOG Ring, as hosts can be created
on-demand for troubleshooting and debugging purposes. In addition, the cost
of on-demand virtual machines for collecting views are marginal as opposed to
continuously running and maintaining servers. Collecting views using traceroute
gives insight in how traffic is routed. If a configuration error is made, this will
be detectable by comparing multiple views next to each other.

Reachability Monitoring. Our proposed measurement framework can also be
used to monitor the reachability of a certain destination throughout the Internet.
If a destination is unreachable, it can mean that it is unavailable for every one
in the Internet. It can also mean that one of the intermediate ISP “blackholes”
the traffic or hijacks the prefix. MeTRO can monitor multiple destinations and
check whether specific prefixes are reachable either form inside the network, or
outside the network.

Virtual Networks. Another way to use our framework is to create an overlay
network using clouds. While overlay networks [6,14] and virtual networks [5] are
well studied, our framework can build a virtual network dedicated to optimizing
a specific metric, such as latency, bandwidth etc., over multiple ISPs.

Typical beneficiaries of such overlay networks are large scale distributed vir-
tual environments [7,16], like multi-player online games, distributed military sim-
ulation, and collaborative design. As measurement nodes are scattered around
the network, dynamic tunnels are built between these measurement nodes, and
the network changes dynamically on the basis of the underlying characteristics
of the ISPs.

3 Experimental Evaluation

Our goal is to assess whether cloud-hosted virtual routers are a viable solution for
improving the controllability of network properties. To that end, we compare a
physical network of routers to virtual routers deployed in the cloud by analyzing
the quality of alternative paths found using our Algorithm 1.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 2 shows an overview of our experimental setup consisting of both phys-
ical and virtual resources. The endpoints of each experiment are located in a
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physical network. We have two types of experiments with respect to the inter-
mediate (used for routing) nodes’ location: (a) physical-physical, where the
intermediate node is also located in the physical network, (b) physical-virtual,
where the intermediate node is located in a cloud resource. For each type of
experiment we also look at each Internet protocol considered: IPv4 and IPv6,
where available.

The physical-physical experiments represent the baseline performance. Here,
we performed measurements from every host to every other host (75 × 74 sets
of results). Three round trip time (RTT) measurements where taken every five
minutes, over the span of 48 hours, totaling to 129600 measurements from a
given node to every other node in the physical network.

For the physical-virtual experiments, we selected every possible pair of hosts
from the physical network and for each pair we deployed several virtual routers
in each cloud zone considered.

To compute the better paths between every two endpoints, we ran our Algo-
rithm 1 with the following parameters: the additional hop penalty p = 0.3ms
and the maximum number of hops h = 8. The algorithm uses the measurements
collected from both the physical-physical and physical-virtual experiments
as input. Hops considered in each experiment are in a single environment, i.e.,
either NLNOG Ring, BightBox or Amazon EC2.

Fig. 2. Overview of our experimental setup using NLNOG Ring, Bright Box and Ama-
zon EC2 resources. 1) a direct path between endpoints located in different ASes 2) A
path with an additional hop located in NLNOG Ring 3) and 4) paths using a virtual
router (VR).

As a physical network, we used the NLNOG Ring [3], which is an open ini-
tiative where network operators donate servers to create network debugging and
monitor facilities for their networks. Each participating ISP provides a network
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measurement node which allows other ISPs to perform measurement and ob-
tain addition information about the Inetnet routing topology At the time of our
experiments the NLNOG Ring consist of 75 nodes in 72 different Autonomous
Systems. Servers in the ring are located in Europe(68), but also in North Amer-
ica(3), Asia(2), Pacific(1) and Africa(1). All the servers of the NLNOG Ring
have IPv4 and IPv6 global reachable addresses.

For our physical-virtual experiments we used two different cloud providers:
Amazon EC2 [1] and Bright Box [2]. Amazon EC2 has 10 regions, each with
several availability zones. The regions are located in North America (4), South
America (1), Europe (1), Asia&Pacific (4). Bright Box has one region with 2
availability zones, both being located in Manchester(GB). Amazon EC2 only
provides IPv4 connectivity, while Bright Box provides both IPv4 and IPv6 con-
nectivity.

3.2 Results and Discussion

All results are collected in Table 1, Figures 5, 3 and 4. Each of them highlights
different aspects of our results and we proceed to discuss each of them in more
detail in the following.

Table 1. The total number of “better paths” using a different number of hops located
either in the NLNOG Ring (NLNR), BrightBox(BB) or Amazon EC2(AM), for each
IP(*v4) and IP(*v6)

#(Number of paths) NLNRv4 NLNRv6 BBv4 BBv6 AMv4

Direct path Faster 2324 2405 n.a. n.a. n.a.
1 hop 1050 1078 515 497 1107
2 hops 1143 696 371 243 2921
3 hops 608 473 9273
4 hops 264 392 23944
5 hops 133 230
6 hops 24 88
7 hops 4 38
8 hops 0 2

Table 1 shows the number of better paths found for each experiment type and
considering h = 0, 1, . . . , 8 hops. We notice that the number of better paths in
the NLNOG Ring is inversely proportional to the allowed number of hops (h),
while the number of better paths in Amazon is directly proportional to h. This
is due to the fact that Amazon has multiple zones located geographically close
to each other which results in a factorial explosion of the number of paths per
region, while the latency offered by the zones in the same region is quite similar.

Figures 3a and 3b plots in log-normal scale all alternative paths found between
every pair of hosts. The x-axis values represent the latency of the direct path
between each pair of hosts, while each dot represents the percentage by which
the alternative path is faster. Negative percentages represent slower paths.
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(a) IPv4. (b) IPv6.

Fig. 3. All alternative paths using one hop and different Internet protocols

(a) IPv4. (b) IPv6.

Fig. 4. Frequency of “better paths” compared to the direct paths for different Internet
protocols

Fig. 5. Some of the NLNOG Ring nodes provide up to 10 times more “better paths”
than others
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Figures 4a and 4b show how many better paths are available for each latency
interval (20ms). By grouping the number of alternative better paths, we can get
an indication of where optimizations of paths latency can be performed.

Figure 5 shows the NLNOG Ring nodes that provide better paths. When
resolving1 the IPs of these nodes, we found that the best performing nodes are
located physically close to large internet exchanges (e.g. AMS-IX, NYIX, DE-
CIS, and LINX).

4 Conclusion

As the Internet optimization domain is partitioned due to the use of BGP, man-
aging static routing policies that are applied to a substantial amount of prefixes
in an dynamic environment is left to individual ISP economic priorities and
prone to human error. These routing policy errors often leads to bottlenecks,
increased latency or traffic can be black holed. To avoid these bottlenecks, users
need control and programmability in the network.

In this paper we introduced MeTRO, a framework of tools that uses cloud
infrastructure to deploy alternative, virtual routers. Within this framework, we
proposed a method to explore alternative paths with specific properties, such
as low latency paths. Our results are very encouraging showing that MeTRO
decreases the latency in 58% of the cases studied, albeit increasing the number
of hops. We showed that our framework can be used to detect unoptimized
routing policies in the Internet, monitor the reachability of the Internet and
create virtual networks with specific characteristics.
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